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The contribution summarizes the results achieved by the author in the field of developing of a linear uniform state model (LU model) and its estimation.

The main motivation of this research was the search for a model that is both easily identifiable and suitable for the estimation of the bounded quantities. By the LU model, the state and output innovations are considered to have the uniform distribution. The system states and parameters are estimated online with fixed memory on the sliding window. The sliding window as the alternative of the forgetting allows to catch the slow parameter changes. The MAP estimation of the LU model reduces to the linear programming.

The proposed approach provides the following advantages: (i) it allows estimation of the innovation range and (ii) it allows (without excessive computational demands) to respect „naturally” hard, physically given, prior bounds on model parameters and states, (iii) it enables the joint estimation of parameters, state, and innovation bounds, whereas the realistic hard bounds on the estimated quantities reduce the ambiguity of the model (arising from estimating a product of two unknowns), (iv) it provides an easy entry of of the partial knowledge on the parameters.

The illustrative example with traffic data will be presented. There, the length of the queues on the controlled intersection will be estimated.
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